Comment Letters Received from
Organizational Stakeholders

DAVIDE. RYU
COUNCILMEMBER, FOURTH DISTRICT

Dear Neighbor:
~os Angeles Metro is cu_rrently developing plans for their Sepulveda Transit Corridor Project, and it is
important for you to get involved in the process.
The Sepulveda Pass is one of the busiest travel corridors in the country, with more than 400,000
people commuting through the San Fernando Valley to the Westside and beyond every day.
With the overwhelming passage of Measure M, a sales tax measure set to generate $120 billion over
40 years to expand alternative transportation, Angelenos laid the groundwork for Metro to construct a
13-mile public transit corridor through the Sepulveda Pass. Metro recently completed a feasibility study
and community outreach on the project, which is intended to form the basis for a future environmental
ana\ysis and project refinements.
Metro is currently considering four design options, two of which include elevated tracks on Sepulveda
Boulevard that run through residential neighborhoods, and many Sherman Oaks stakeholders have
expressed concerns.
Community and City leaders are pushing for a fully-underground subway, because they see this as the
best possible option for the Valley and Los Angeles. A fully-underground subway would be the fastest,
least intrusive in residential and business communities, and serve the largest number of passengers.
With the understanding that this is one of the most important projects in Metro's history, your
representatives are asking Metro to explore public-private partnerships to finance this project. It is
critical that Metro gets this one right, and that the Valley gets the subway connections it deserves.
There is still plenty of time to get involved and make sure that Metro hears your opinion. You can send
your comments to sepulvedatransit@metro.net or submit them via
www.metro.net/projects/sepulvedacorridor.
You are also invited to contact your local Field Office deputy, Milene Minassians, at (818) 728 - 9924,
or milene.minassians@lacity.org.
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August 21, 2019
Mr. Cory Zelmer
Program Manager, Sepulveda Transit Corridor Project
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-5
Los Angeles, CA 90012
zelmerc@metro.net
Subject: SOHA Recommendations and Comments on the Sepulveda Transit Corridor Project

Reference 1: Letter, Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association to Cory Zelmer (Metro),
SOHA Comments and Questions on the Sepulveda Transit Corridor Project – Revision 1,
July 23, 2018
Reference 2: Letter, Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association to Cory Zelmer (Metro),
SOHA Comments and Questions on the Sepulveda Transit Corridor Refined Concepts –
Revision 1, March 7, 2019
Dear Mr. Zelmer,
The Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association (SOHA)
represents thousands of politically active families in a
70,000-person southeastern San Fernando Valley
community that is home to about one-fourth of all
potential routes for the Sepulveda Transit Corridor Project
(see blue dashed lines on map at right). SOHA strongly
supports effective and equitable high-capacity rapid
transit in Sherman Oaks and the San Fernando Valley. We
have been very involved in the project and submitted
41 comments on the project to Metro in Reference 1 and
39 comments in Reference 2.
On July 29th, SOHA conducted its own public meeting on
the project. More than 225 residents attended to gain
additional information and understanding on the project
and its implications. We have additionally given 26 presentations to elected officials and community
organizations. SOHA is very involved and wants to work with Metro to achieve the best possible project.
We request that Metro participate with us soon in a joint meeting to discuss our recommendations,
comments, and concerns.
Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association (SOHA)
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Summary Recommendations
Based on reviews of the Sepulveda Transit Corridor Project and on comments received from community
members, the SOHA submits three summary recommendations. Each is supported by multiple comments
detailed later in this letter.
Recommendation 1 – At its December 2019 meeting, the Metro Board should select both of the
great heavy rail HRT 1 and HRT 2 subway concepts for environmental analyses.

• Metro should select both HRT 1 and HRT 2 because they are fair and equitable to the Valley, and
because they represent two diverse underground routes deserving of further environmental analysis.
SOHA prefers the HRT 1 subway concept running under Van Nuys Boulevard because we feel it
better aligns with the Sherman Oaks business community and future vision. [see Comment 1]
• Metro must explain to the public their plan to fully fund the HRT 1 and HRT 2 concepts – well before
the December concept selection Board meeting. Metro has estimated HRT 1 costs at $13.5 billion
($2019) and HRT 2 at $13.8 billion. Yet Measure M sales tax receipts plus federal, state, county,
local, and other funds provide only $6.5 billion ($2019). This huge funding shortfall deserves an
explanation. [see Comment 2]
• Metro should add a large parking structure to Concept HRT 1 near the Van Nuys MetroLink Station.
[see Comment 3]
• Metro should add a fourth station to HRT 2 near Sepulveda Boulevard and Sherman Way. HRT 2
currently has only three Valley stations and deserves a fourth. This station should include a largecapacity parking structure with easy 405 freeway access. [see Comment 4]
• Metro should conduct a comprehensive parking study for all potential HRT 1 and HRT 2 stations.
Metro states that only two percent of its riders park at stations. This low percentage is probably due to
a lack of parking at stations rather than riders not desiring to park at stations. [see Comment 5]
Recommendation 2 – At its December 2019 meeting, the Metro Board must not select either of the
unacceptable HRT 3 or MRT 1 elevated concepts for environmental analyses.

• Metro must terminate work on concepts HRT 3 and MRT 1 because they are unfair and inequitable to
Sherman Oaks, Van Nuys, and the entire San Fernando Valley. The elevated tracks impact more than
12,000 residents with excessive noise and loss of privacy. [see Comment 6]
• Metro has zero above-ground heavy rail in its entire transit system. Metro must consider elevated
heavy rail or monorail tracks only on dedicated rights-of-way. The elevated track structures increase
traffic congestion on Sepulveda Boulevard and much of the surrounding community. We cannot set a
precedent for operating along or above our streets. [see Comment 7]
• Metro must not build elevated heavy rail or monorail track structures above the 96-inch high-pressure
water main located under Sepulveda Boulevard. They will damage the water main and/or eliminate
maintenance accessibility to it. The risks for delays and cost overruns are too great. [see Comment 8]
• Metro must stop considering an elevated heavy rail or monorail above Sepulveda Boulevard. The cost
savings for the HRT 3 or MRT 1 elevated concepts compared to the HRT 1 subway concept is
minimal – only 10 to 14 percent – and does not justify the Valley getting the short end of the stick
again. [see Comment 9]
Recommendation 3 – Through its Predevelopment Agreement (PDA) process, the Metro Board
should select one or more viable, affordable alternative concepts for environmental analyses.

• Metro must ensure a thorough, fair, and impartial evaluation of all alternative concepts proposed
under the PDA process and select the most viable and affordable. [see Comment 10]
• SOHA supports a monorail operating above the 405 median and expects BYD SkyRail to propose this
concept for a PDA, including the possible option of an underground section and station at the UCLA
campus. This is a viable, affordable concept with strong community support. [see Comment 11]
Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association (SOHA)
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Detailed Comments
In support of our three summary recommendations, we submit the following detailed comments.
Comment 1: Select Both HRT 1 and HRT 2 – SOHA strongly
supports both the HRT 1 and HRT 2 subway concepts and
recommends that the Metro Board select both to proceed into
environmental analyses (see figure at right). Both are viable and
equitable options for Sherman Oaks, Van Nuys, and the San
Fernando Valley. Both are fully underground heavy rail with high
passenger capacity, fast travel times, and fully underground
stations. Both options give the Valley the fair share it deserves.
Of the two concepts, SOHA prefers HRT 1 under Van Nuys
Boulevard. It has the straightest, shortest route from the Valley to
the Westside, offers the fastest end-to-end travel time at
16 minutes, has two connections with the East SFV Transit
Corridor Project, and potentially brings less disruption during
construction.
HRT 1 and HRT 2 also offer sufficient diversity to the environmental analyses. HRT 1 travels under Van
Nuys Boulevard, which is more commercially oriented. The concept can be a boon to Sherman Oaks
business district and it also aligns well with our future vision for the community. HRT 2 travels under
Sepulveda Boulevard with its mixed residential and commercial orientation. Its positive impacts may be
slightly less because of its close proximity to the 405 freeway, which limits western access, although this
proximity does provide potential better access for 405 commuters. All in all, the two concepts offer
excellent environmental and operational diversity worthy of further clarification during environmental
impact analyses. Metro can’t go wrong by selecting these two concepts for further study.
Comment 2: Explain Funding Plan – SOHA understands that projects are often somewhat initially
underfunded but is concerned about the huge funding shortfall between committed Measure M funds and
Metro’s estimated costs for the HRT 1 and HRT 2 concepts (and even the unacceptable and only
somewhat less costly HRT 3 and MRT 1 concepts).
Measure M provides only $5.674 billion (in 2015 dollars) for Phase 2 of the Sepulveda Transit Corridor
Project – from the Valley to the Westside. This is approximately $6.5 billion escalated to 2019 dollars. Of
this $6.5 billion, $2.9 billion comes from Measure M sales tax revenue and $3.6 billion from federal,
state, county, city, and other sources (probably including $1 billion from Measure R). Metro’s cost
estimate for the HRT 1 heavy rail subway under Van Nuys Boulevard is $13.5 billion (in 2019 dollars)
and $13.8 billion for the HRT 2 subway under Sepulveda
Boulevard (see figure at right). The funding shortfall is at
least $7 billion. This shortfall presents a scary situation to the
public as it might indicate rapid transit may never be built or
the transit concept may be downgraded. We have received
many questions from our community members about this but
have no answers to give them. We have even heard people
say that the project will never be built, but we know that something will be built.
We recommend that Metro share their funding plans with the public in the next month or two. Any
information will be better than the zero information now available, such as funding transfers possible
within Measure M, additional funds outside of Measure M, or other sources that Metro is looking into.
We will be glad to communicate the information widely.

Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association (SOHA)
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Comment 3: Add HRT 1 Parking Structure at MetroLink Station – SOHA
recommends that Metro look into the possibility of locating a major parking structure
near the northern terminus of the HRT 1 subway route at Van Nuys Boulevard
between Raymer Street and Sherman Way (see figure at right). We understand that
the structure cannot have direct access to the 405 freeway, but its close proximity can
help accommodate riders from the north and east Valley and other northern areas.

Comment 4: Add Fourth Valley HRT 2 Station with Parking Structure – SOHA
strongly recommends that Metro add a fourth Valley station to the HRT 2 subway
route. There is a considerable distance between the HRT 2 station at the Sepulveda
Boulevard Orange Line station and the terminus at the Van Nuys Boulevard
MetroLink station. The HRT 2 route is perfectly suited for an additional station and a
major parking structure somewhere near Sepulveda Boulevard and Sherman Way
(see figure at right). Metro recently added a fourth station at Santa Monica
Boulevard to all Westside concepts. There are ample reasons to add an additional
Valley station.
The station parking structure should accommodate at least 10,000 cars. We
understand Metro’s concerns with the effectiveness and high cost of parking; but if
Metro’s goal is removing drivers from the 405 and attracting drivers from the Valley
and north county, then massive parking is simply mandatory. An easily accessible,
multi-story parking structure, with rapid connections to both the freeway and station,
can make that happen.
Comment 5: Conduct Comprehensive Parking Study – At Metro’s public meeting in early 2019, we
were told that a comprehensive parking study was underway and would be reported at the next set of
public meetings. As was apparent from multiple questions at Metro’s August 3rd Valley public meeting,
parking at stations is a critical public concern and its presence or absence could make or break early
ridership for the Sepulveda Transit Corridor. We have heard continuing comments from our community
members about how they would love to ride Metro but are unable to find parking at stations. Yet, Metro
provided little new information in its August 3rd presentation and nothing about a parking study. We did
learn that only two percent of riders use “Park & Ride” and another two percent use “Kiss & Ride”. But
we wonder if this is a chicken and egg problem. Could people not try to park at Metro stations because
sufficient parking is not available? This question deserves an answer.
We recommend that Metro share further information on parking with the public in the next month or two
– or better yet, conduct a comprehensive parking study and convey at least preliminary results to the
public. For example, a broader distribution of parking sites across the Orange Line might provide for less
station crowding and complement a large Valley parking structure on the Sepulveda Transit Corridor
Project. A carefully planned distributed parking solution might also help reduce congestion near Ventura
Boulevard that squeezes southbound drivers into the dreaded “traffic funnel” in the area.

Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association (SOHA)
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Comment 6: Terminate HRT 3 and MRT 1 Concepts – The HRT 3
and MRT 1 concepts are inequitable and unacceptable by being elevated
in the Valley and should be immediately terminated from further
consideration. The Valley and Westside were supposed to be equal
partners in the project, sharing equal financial participation and equitable
operational results. This will happen with the HRT 1 or HRT 2 concepts
but cannot happen with HRT 3 or MRT 1.
The HRT 3 concept has heavy rail trains operating on elevated track
structures 20 feet above street level for five miles from Valley Vista
Boulevard in Sherman Oaks to Raymer Street in Van Nuys. The trains
operate 45 feet in the air to cross over the 101 freeway and the Orange Line Busway overpass. This is not
light rail like the Expo Line in Santa Monica or the Gold Line in Pasadena. This is large, noisy heavy rail
trains that invade residents’ privacy and diminish their quality of life.
The MRT 1 concept has monorail trains operating on elevated track
structures 20 feet above street level for five miles from Valley Vista
Boulevard in Sherman Oaks to Raymer Street in Van Nuys. The
trains operate 45 feet in the air to cross over the 101 freeway and the
Orange Line Busway overpass. MRT 1 is also elevated through the
Sepulveda Pass, operating on the west shoulder of the 405 from
Valley Vista in Sherman Oaks to the Getty Museum (where it goes
underground). Monorail is typically quieter than heavy rail, but still
invades residents’ privacy.
There are 5,000 residential units and at least 12,000 Sherman Oaks
and Van Nuys residents living within one-half mile of the elevated
tracks (see light-red-shaded area on map at right). These residents
and businesses will be subjected to noisy trains passing every four
minutes. Multi-story apartment dwellers will experience loss of
privacy as trains pass their second story windows. The HRT 3 and
MRT 1 elevated concepts are unacceptable and Metro should stop
considering them.
Comment 7: Build Elevated Tracks Only Above Dedicated Rights-of-Way – With elevated trains
above our streets, Metro is trying to cram in something that does not belong here. The Expo Line in
Culver City and Santa Monica is mostly street-level light rail, not elevated heavy rail. The Expo Line
operates on a dedicated right-of-way, as does the Orange Line busway in the Valley. Metro currently has
zero heavy rail anywhere in its system that is not subterranean. HRT 3 and MRT 1 set an unacceptable
precedent of locating elevated track structures above already congested streets. These structures belong on
dedicated rights-of-way, not above our streets where they further exacerbate traffic. Metro cannot set a
precedent that could promulgate countywide.
Elevated track structures increase congestion
in many ways. Large columns eliminate traffic
lanes on Sepulveda – one of the most
congested streets in the nation (see Metro
HRT 3 rendering at right). The columns are
spaced 100 to 120 feet apart. Since Ventura
Boulevard is 120 feet crosswalk-to-crosswalk
at Sepulveda, the columns are located in
crosswalks and this eliminates left-turn lanes
and impairs pedestrian access.
Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association (SOHA)
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Locating elevated track structures on streets instead of dedicated
rights-of-way also requires demolition of residences and
businesses through eminent domain. Metro continues to claim
that they have not yet studied the eminent domain impacts of
their concepts. However, Metro’s own HRT 3 rendering at
Sepulveda near Valley Vista Boulevards shows that more than
100 apartments and condominiums, a high-rise office building, a
multi-story parking structure, a street, several small businesses,
and another parking lot would be demolished to make way for the
station (see figure at right). This is monstrous and unnecessary.
HRT 3 and MRT 1 with their elevated track structures are simply
unacceptable for Sherman Oaks and Van Nuys – and other parts
of the county as well. We cannot allow Metro to establish a
precedent for using elevated heavy rail tracks above our streets,
which will spread countywide. Metro must build elevated tracks
only on dedicated rights-of-way such as freeways or prior rail
routes.
Comment 8: Don’t Build Above Risky Water Main – There is
a 2-½-mile long old Metropolitan Water District 96-inch high-pressure water
main under Sepulveda Boulevard in Sherman Oaks from Valley Vista
Boulevard to Oxnard Street (see figure at right). This huge water main delivers
water to the Westside and is seven times the size of the pipe that failed on
Sunset Boulevard and flooded parts of the UCLA campus. The HRT 3 and
MRT 1 elevated track structures can easily stress or damage the water main,
even if they are not located directly above it. The track structures also cannot
interfere with repair, maintenance or replacement of the water main after
earthquakes or other emergencies.
Metro acknowledged the existence of this pipe in their first public meeting on
the project but has not provided further information. We do not know if they
have thoroughly studied the engineering and cost impacts of the water main on
construction of the HRT 3 and MRT 1 elevated concept, and included these in
their concept cost estimates. If not, the costs could substantially grow. We do
know that it will be extremely difficult, costly, and risky to build elevated track
structures anywhere above or near the water main. The risk is not worth the unacceptable result.
Comment 9: Don’t Make Unacceptable Selection for Minimal Cost Savings – Metro estimates that
their HRT 1 and HRT 2 fully underground subway concepts cost $13.5 and $13.8 billion, respectively.
They estimate that their HRT 3 and MRT 1 concepts elevated above Sepulveda Boulevard cost $12.2 and
$11.6 billion, respectively. This means that the elevated concepts cost only 10 to 14 percent less than the
fully underground HRT 1 subway concept (see
figure at right). The cost savings might be even
less if Metro has not yet taken the cost of
building above the water main into account. A
10 to 14 percent savings is minimal, essentially
not worth talking about, and is probably well
below the uncertainty of Metro’s cost estimates. It would be worse than foolish to let a minimal cost
savings drive the concept selection decision for Metro’s most important transit infrastructure project that
will still be operating in 100+ years. The HRT 3 and MRT 1 concepts are not worth considering and are
simply unacceptable. They should be terminated immediately.
Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association (SOHA)
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Comment 10: Ensure Fair Evaluation of Alternative Concepts – We are pleased that the Metro Board
authorized their Predevelopment Agreement (PDA) process at the July 2019 board meeting. This can lead
to Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs) for viable and more affordable alternative concepts. SOHA is
concerned that the evaluation of alternative concepts be conducted in a fair, equitable, and unbiased
manner. Our concern arises because we have heard conflicting Metro opinions about one possible
alternative concept – a monorail running above the 405 median.
On President’s Day 2019, Bob Anderson of the Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association and Jeff Kalban
of the Sherman Oaks Neighborhood Council decided that Metro’s MRT 1 monorail concept might be
more viable operating above the 405 freeway median than above Sepulveda Boulevard. They put together
a potential concept that followed the 405 freeway from the Valley to Westside to LAX and began
presenting this concept to elected officials and community organizations.
On March 18th, they presented the concept to Metro’s Dave Mieger, Cory Zelmer, Peter Carter, and Karen
Swift from the Sepulveda Transit Corridor Project. At this presentation, they were clearly told that the
concept was impossible because it could not fit into the 405 median after Metro added additional toll
lanes promised as part of Measure M. They then presented the concept to Metro’s Chief Innovation
Officer, Joshua Schank on March 29, 2019. At this presentation, they were clearly told that locating a
monorail above the 405 median was certainly possible. At the recent Metro Valley public meeting on
August 3rd, Sepulveda Transit Corridor Project Deputy Program Manager, Peter Carter stated that locating
a monorail above the 405 median was definitely possible from the 10 to 101 freeways, but not possible
north of the 101 freeway based on reasons that are not altogether convincing. There appears to be some
differences of opinion and possible preconceived biases within the Metro staff.
We strongly recommend that Metro establish a panel of experts from inside and outside Metro to evaluate
proposed PDAs. This ensures the public that there are no preconceived biases in the evaluation process
and results in the most viable alternatives being selected for environmental analyses.
Comment 11: Strongly Consider Community-Supported 405 Monorail
Alternative –In March 2019, we learned that BYD SkyRail has been working on a
405 monorail concept for almost two years and plans to bid this concept to Metro as an
alternative under the PDA process. SOHA is convinced that the 405 monorail concept
offers a potential viable alternative concept for the Sepulveda Transit Corridor Project
(see figures at right and below). A 405 monorail appears to have equal capacity and
similar travel times to heavy rail subways while being more affordable and quicker to
build. For example, monorail construction technology uses pre-cast beams and
columns, which may provide a shorter schedule with fewer construction impacts. And
it would run on a dedicated right-of-way – the 405 freeway median.
SOHA presented the 405 monorail concept to more than 380 elected officials and
community members. We can say without a doubt that public response to this concept
is overwhelmingly supportive. At
Metro’s August 3rd Valley public
meeting, the concept was
mentioned in a Q&A question and
received a spontaneous roar of
approval from the audience.
We are not advocating that Metro select this 405
monorail concept, but only that they fairly evaluate it
and, if determined viable, select the concept to
proceed into environmental analyses with the selected
Metro concepts – hopefully HRT 1 and HRT 2.
Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association (SOHA)
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Thank you. We reiterate our request that Metro participate with us soon in a joint meeting to discuss our
recommendations, comments, and concerns. We all need to work together to make this the best project in
the county.
If you have questions or would like to discuss our comments, please contact Bob Anderson at
BobHillsideOrdinance@roadrunner.com or (213) 364-7470.
Sincerely,

Bob Anderson, MS, PE (NU 474)
Chair, Transportation Committee
Board Member
Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association

Marshall Long, PhD, PE (M 18759)
Chair, Planning and Land Use Committee
Board Member
Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association

cc: Phil Washington (CEO, Metro), Nadine Lee (COS, Metro), Joshua Schank (CIO, Metro), Peter Carter
(Metro), Dave Mieger (Metro), Karen Swift (Metro), Frank Ching (Metro), Sepulveda Transit
Corridor Project Emailbox (Metro), Mayor Eric Garcetti (Mayor, City of Los Angeles and Vice Chair,
Metro Board), Julia Salinas (Mayor’s office), Tanaz Golshan (Mayor’s office), Councilmember David
Ryu (CD4), Nick Greif (CD4 office), Renee Weitzer (CD4 office), Adeena Bleich (CD4 office), Justin
Orenstein (CD4 office), Milene Minassians (CD4 office), Councilmember Paul Krekorian (CD2 and
Metro Board member), Karo Torossian (CD2 office), Doug Mensman (CD2 office), Councilmember
Bob Blumenfield (CD3), Lisa Hansen (CD3 office), John Popoch (CD3 office), Jeff Jacobberger
(CD3 office), Councilmember Paul Koretz (CD5), Joan Pelico (CD5 office), Jay Greenstein
(CD5 office), Jeffrey Ebenstein (CD5 office), Councilmember Nury Martinez (CD6), Ackley Padilla
(CD6 office), Arcelia Arce (CD6 office), Yvonne Perez (CD6 office), Councilmember Monica
Rodriguez (CD7), Doug Tripp (CD7 office), Council President Herb Wesson Jr (CD10), Andrew
Westall (CD10 office), Councilmember Mike Bonin (CD11 and Metro Board member), Paul
Backstrom (CD11 office), Senator Bob Hertzberg (18th District), Raj Dhillon (18th District office),
Barri Worth Girvan (18th District office), Hannah Kelley (18th District office), Assemblyman Adrin
Nazarian (46th District), Emma Taylor (46th District office), Brian Stedge (46th District office),
Congressman Brad Sherman (30th District), John Alford (30th District office), Supervisor Hilda Solis
(1st District and 2nd Vice Chair, Metro Board), Mark Ridley-Thomas (2nd District and Metro Board),
Supervisor Sheila Kuehl (3rd District and Metro Board member), Nicole Englund (3rd District office),
Benita Trujillo (3rd District office), Supervisor Janice Hahn (4th District and Metro Board member),
Supervisor Kathryn Barger (5th District and metro Board member), Dave Perry (5th District office),
Mayor James Butts (Mayor, City of Inglewood and Chair, Metro Board), Mayor Ara Najarian (Mayor,
City of Glendale and Metro Board Member), Jeffrey Hartsough (SONC), Avo Babian (SONC), Jeff
Kalban (SONC), Leslie Elkan (Village at Sherman Oaks BID), Tammy Scher (Sherman Oaks
Chamber), David Phelps (Sherman Oaks Chamber), Glenn Epstein (VNNC), Steve Friedmann
(VNNC), Alex Garay (ENC), Robin Greenberg (BABCNC), Irene Sandler (BABCNC), Larry Leisten
(BABCNC), Gerald Silver (HOE), Eliot Cohen (HOE), John Bwarie (SFVCOG), Coby King (VICA),
Stuart Waldman (VICA), Marian Dodge (Hillside Federation), John Khamneipur (Sherman Oaks
Galleria), Robert Silverstein Esq., Ariella Plachta (LA Daily News), Laura Nelson (LA Times)

Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association (SOHA)
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April 11, 2019
OFFICERS
Terri Tippit, Chair
Lisa Morocco, ViceChair
Jane Wishon,
Recording Secretary
Mary Kusnic,
Corresponding
Secretary
Shannon Burns,
Treasurer
BOARD MEMBERS
Stacy Antler
Barbara Broide
Kim Christensen
Joanne Dorfman
Wendy Dox
Caryn Friedman
Colleen Mason Heller
Jeff Hronek
Sean McMillan
Louis Schillace
Jae Wu

Cory Zelmer, Project Manager, Sepulveda Transit Corridor Project
LA Metro
One Gateway Plaza, M/S 99-22-5
Los Angeles, CA 90012
zelmerc@metro.net
sepulvedatransit@metro.net
RE: Sepulveda Transit Corridor Project –
Comments Regarding The Westside-LAX Initial Concepts & The
Valley-Westside Initial Concepts Relating To Westside Issues

Dear Mr. Zelmer:
The Westside Neighborhood Council (WNC) reviewed and considered the Initial
Concepts for both the Valley-Westside Initial Concepts as they relate to and impact
the Westside and the Westside-LAX Initial Concepts at its March 14, 2019 meeting.
This letter outlines comments, concerns and recommendations of the 2 initial concepts
for both portions of the Sepulveda Transit Corridor Project based upon the information
available up to this point in the evaluation. We anticipate having further comments
based upon the selection of alternatives, environmental analysis and all remaining
steps in the process.
First, the WNC is concerned that any decisions that are made regarding the ValleyWestside Segment of the project that are done in advance of any decisions regarding
the Westside-LAX segment of the project could adversely affect the Westside. Too
often decisions seemed to be based upon financial considerations rather than good
planning and vision for the long-term as was evidenced by the long term
consequences of decisions made regarding the Expo Corridor project that did not
have grade separation at two important grade crossings in the WNC boundaries.
Stakeholders whether they be residents, businesses, or visitors are impacted
permanently by the substantial impact to traffic and circulation in our area as a result
of this shortsighted decision. It has substantially increased gridlock on our commercial
corridors during am and pm peak periods and it has created extensive invasive cutthrough traffic in our neighborhoods. It has impacted business for our retail and
restaurant uses. It has added noise, light, and privacy impacts as well as increased
crime to our neighborhoods. Please do not make the same short sighted poor
decisions with this project.
We are aware that the Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association (SOHA) has
requested enhancements to the Valley to LAX segment. We are deeply concerned by
their comments about their perceived inequity regarding underground versus at-grade
or aerial rail mileage. Decisions should not be based upon whether there is an exact
equivalency of mileage above ground and below ground in comparing the two project

1

segments but rather the best project alternatives and design for each of the segments
and not one at the expense of the other. We do not object to their preferences and
recommendations for areas in the valley but not if that impacts decisions made on our
side of the Santa Monica Mountains and at our expense. They have not suffered the
consequences of the impacts from the Expo Light Rail and we cannot afford their
opinion about “equitable partnerships” to further impact our already bad situation with
new even worse impacts from poor choices on this new project. If it necessitates
requesting and approving additional Measure M or other funding sources to construct
the best project with the fewest impacts than that is what must happen.
Although we are generally not going to comment further on the recommendations and
comments that SOHA made on this project in their February 5, 2019 letter, we do
agree that consolidating a needed maintenance facility with the existing facilities at the
existing East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor project makes the most sense and
is a suitable facility.
The WNC supports the use of heavy rail for the Valley-Westside Transit through the
Sepulveda Pass and continuing into the Westside to LAX Segment. The WNC
supports Metro’s decision not to consider light rail further because of its impacts to
both residents and businesses (traffic, circulation, noise, parking, light, emergency
vehicle access, aesthetics, etc.). Additionally, the WNC does not support the use of
the Monorail alternative as it has many of the same impacts as light rail. The WNC
supports the use of heavy rail for the Valley-Westside Transit through the Sepulveda
Pass and continuing into the Westside to LAX segment of the project. This would
apply in either the Sepulveda/I-405 concept or in the Sepulveda/Centinela concept.
Monorail would impact existing residences and businesses along and adjacent to the
Sepulveda Corridor as well as the Westside generally. The use of Monorail instead of
Heavy Rail could result in reduced or narrowed vehicular travel lanes with the
associated vehicular traffic and safety impacts, impacts to sidewalks and ADA
accessibility issues, elimination of needed and code required parking for businesses
along the Sepulveda Boulevard corridor that are already constrained by the existing
conditions (particularly between Santa Monica and National Boulevards), Sepulveda
Boulevard is scheduled to have a bicycle lane added as a result of the Expo Corridor
Project which will already impact vehicular travel lanes north and south on one of the
most impacted corridors in the City of Los Angeles.
Sepulveda Boulevard is also the Caltrans emergency alternative to the I-405 freeway.
Certainly the importance of this street for alternative vehicle access to the I-405
Freeway in addition to its role as a commercial corridor is exemplified by the collapse
of a portion of the I-10 during the Northridge earthquake and the impacts that had on
regional transportation until it was repaired.
Construction activities and impacts are of great concern generally. Sufficient staging
and lay down areas for equipment and vehicles must be planned for and located in
areas that have the least possible impact on residences and businesses in our area.
The WNC will provide further comments regarding construction and construction
staging, parking, tunneling, environmental and other issues once greater detail is
available regarding the Westside to LAX Segment.

2

Please do not hesitate to contact us with any questions.
Sincerely,
Terri Tippit
Terri Tippit, Chair
Westside Neighborhood Council
Cc: Councilman Paul Koretz, CD5 (paul.koretz@lacity.org)
Hagu Solomon-Cary, Planning Deputy CD5 (hagu.solomon-cary@lacity.org)
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SOHA submits Revision 1 to our original February 5, 2019
comment letter. We revised 10 of our original comments
(changes highlighted in red), added 6 new comments
numbered 34 to 39, and provided Attachment A discussing
an alternative MRT 2 monorail concept. We assigned new
comments to appropriate sections, so they will appear out
of numerical order.
Thank you.
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Today’s Sepulveda Transit Corridor Project Dilemma
Metro is currently evaluating four concepts for the Sepulveda Transit Corridor project and will make their
final concept selections in summer 2019. Concepts HRT 1 and HRT 2 are very costly fully underground
heavy rail routes. Concept HRT 3 is a somewhat less costly heavy rail route elevated above Sepulveda
Boulevard in only the Valley. Concept MRT 1 is Metro’s least costly monorail route at grade level or
elevated through the Sepulveda Pass and elevated above Sepulveda Boulevard in the Valley.
The Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association (SOHA) strongly supports the HRT 1 and HRT 2 concepts
because they are fully underground with high-capacity and short travel times. SOHA strongly opposes the
HRT 3 and MRT 1 concepts because they are inequitably aerial (elevated) only in the Valley while
underground on the Westside and will encroach on the Sherman Oaks and Van Nuys communities.
The Sepulveda Transit Corridor project is expensive. Metro has only so much funding available from
Measure M ($6.5 billion) or the 28x28 Initiative to accelerate project completion for the 2028 Olympics
($8.6 billion). The HRT 1 and HRT 2 concepts will cost $10 to $15 billion based on Metro’s latest
contract for the similar Purple Line Extension project. The HRT 3 concept will cost $9 to $12 billion.
Metro faces a funding shortfall of up to $8.5 billion. If they can’t find the funding, Metro’s only fallback
alternative is their least costly MRT 1 concept ($7 to $9 billion).
Why Isn’t the MRT 1 Monorail Concept Viable?
The MRT 1 monorail concept operates elevated above Sepulveda
Boulevard for five miles in the Valley and encroaches on Valley
residents, businesses, streets, drivers, and pedestrians. The aerial track
structures destroy light, air, and privacy in the nearby Sherman Oaks
and Van Nuys communities, with a high potential for legal battles and
delays. The track structures eliminate traffic lanes, increase traffic
congestion, and reduce parking on Sepulveda Boulevard. The route
crosses the I-405 freeway at two points, the I-101 freeway at one point,
and the Orange Line overpass at another point. Construction in
Sherman Oaks and Van Nuys will be a nightmare for years.
Most importantly, the MRT 1 concept is inequitable because it is
fully aerial in the Valley while fully underground on the Westside. It
transitions from underground to aerial in the Sepulveda Pass (near the
Getty Center) and travels above ground to and through the Valley. It
will cost more and take longer to build because of the underground
Westside sections. Even this least costly concept may cost too much.
Metro simply needs a better, less costly, more equitable alternative
monorail concept than MRT 1 that they can actually afford to build.

 – A Monorail Concept Above the I-405 Median
We’ve all seen artist concepts of a futuristic monorail running above a
freeway median. It doesn’t take much to envision such a concept for
the Sepulveda Transit Corridor project. The concept could operate
almost entirely above the I-405 freeway from the Van Nuys Metrolink
all the way to LAX. What might this concept look like?
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The alternative MRT 2 concept operates aerial (elevated)
above the I-405 freeway median and is equitable to the
Valley, Westside, and LAX communities. MRT 2 employs
the same dual-track streamlined single support structure used
for Metro’s MRT 1 concept. MRT 2 has the same stations
as MRT 1 with a few situated in slightly different locations.
Because MRT 2 runs above the freeway median, there are
minimal impacts on streets, communities, parking, and street
traffic – even during construction. MRT 2 also reduces
potential legal actions that could delay the project by years.
Monorails are inherently quieter than heavy rail and won’t
disturb the community or I-405 drivers. Monorails are safe,
designed with paths between the tracks for any emergency.
As shown below, MRT 2 travels under the Mulholland
Bridge. It travels up and over the I-101 freeway and the
Sunset Boulevard, Skirball, Orange Line, and Burbank
Boulevard overpasses, as does Metro’s MRT 1 route over the
I-101 and I-405 freeways. It travels over or around the major
Santa Monica (10) and Marina (90) freeway interchanges,
which are a bit more challenging but certainly doable.
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More importantly, Metro can actually afford to build the less costly MRT 2 concept because it
requires no underground tunneling or underground station construction. For the same reason, MRT 2 is
quicker to build, although there will be construction impacts on freeway traffic. And the possibility of
MRT 2 being ready from the Valley to LAX for the 2028 Olympics is tantalizing. The alternative MRT 2
concept is viable, equitable, and lowest-cost. Metro should adopt it today in place of the MRT 1 concept.
Many Station and Parking Options
There are the same number of stations along the
MRT 2 route as MRT 1 and at approximately the
same locations. The four Valley stations are at the
Van Nuys Metrolink station, Sherman Way, the
Orange Line, and Ventura Boulevard. The three
Westside stations are at Sunset Boulevard, Wilshire
Boulevard, and the Expo Line (near the I-10
freeway). The four southern stations are at Venice,
Jefferson, and La Tiera Boulevards, and LAX.
There is excellent connectivity to two Metrorail train
routes, the Orange Line busway, the Purple Line
heavy rail subway, the Expo Line light rail, the
Crenshaw Line light rail, and the LAX People Mover.
There are many station and parking options
available at each location. The most easily
constructed stations are located above the I-405
freeway median with elevated moving sidewalks to
terminals, small or large multi-level parking, and
even office complexes. Stations can also be located
next to the freeway on dogleg tracks, as shown in the
above-right example illustration.
The figure at the right provides information about a
possible configuration of the Van Nuys Metrolink
station (at Van Nuys Boulevard and Raymer Street).
The subsequent four figures present similar
information for station possibilities at four other
locations along the MRT 2 route.
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Good Capacity and Travel Time
MRT 2 operates three-car monorail trains with a four-minute frequency between trains, so passengers
experience short wait times. Monorail trains operate up to 50 miles per hour providing about 105,000
daily passenger trips along the route – the same as MRT 1. The travel time between the Van Nuys
Metrolink station and the Expo Line station is about 26 minutes – the same as MRT 1 – or possibly a bit
quicker because the route is shorter. These are very reasonable operating parameters though not as good
as fully underground concepts HRT 1 and HRT 2 with 120,000 to 123,000 daily passenger trips and 15to 16-minute travel times. The difference is that MRT 2 is affordable.

 – A Better and Affordable Monorail Alternative
Metro has a major challenge ahead – selecting the best possible Sepulveda Transit Corridor concept that
they can actually afford to build. The Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association strongly supports the fully
underground heavy rail routes – Metro Concepts HRT 1 and HRT 2. SOHA strongly opposes inequitable
routes elevated in only the Valley – Metro Concepts HRT 3 and MRT 1. SOHA acknowledges that lack
of sufficient funding may force Metro to select their least expensive current concept – the MRT 1
monorail running above Sepulveda Boulevard in the Valley. SOHA recommends that Metro immediately
switch to a better and affordable concept – the very viable MRT 2 monorail running above the I-405
freeway median. Metro is already evaluating a monorail concept – MRT 2 just moves the concept to
a better location. Metro shouldn’t wait to switch from MRT 1 to MRT 2 – it will be too late!
% $'(%$ (') ''%(&$ $' %'#'%)'#$!(%#%,$'(
((% ) %$'#$!(%#$ '% .('$(&%')) %$ %## ))$
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Los Angeles City Planning Department
6262 Van Nuys Boulevard, Suite 430
Van Nuys, CA 91401-2709
Internet: http://planning.lacity.org/

PLAN REVIEW BOARD (PRB)
Ventura/Cahuenga Boulevard Corridor Specific Plan
Dennis DiBiase, 2nd Vice President, 3rd Council District Appointee (Woodland Hills)
Kathy Delle Donne, President, 3rd Council District Appointee (Tarzana)
Laurie Kelson, 5th Council District Appointee (Encino)
Lisa Karadjian, 2nd Council District Appointee (Studio City)
Lisa Petrus, 4th Council District Appointee (Sherman Oaks)
Lisa Sarkin, 1st Vice President, 2nd Council District Appointee (Studio City)
Lynn Kaufman, 5th Council District Appointee (Encino)
August Steurer, Mayor’s Appointee
Florence Blecher, 4th Council District Appointee (Cahuenga Pass)

September 27, 2018
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
One Gateway Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90012-2952
Attn: Karen Swift
Re: Sepulveda Transit Corridor Project
Dear Ms. Swift,
We are writing to formally notify Metro that the Plan Review Board has taken a preliminary position on the
Sepulveda Transit Corridor Project. The Board unanimously voted to support heavy rail.
One of the major issues that the Board deals with is traffic. Good public transportation is essential in combatting
the congestion experienced by our Valley residents. With a population of over 1.8 million people, it is crucial
that a system be put into place that will handle the largest number of passengers and that is a heavy rail
transportation system.
The Board will continue to monitor the progress of this Project.
You are welcome to contact me by email or phone.
Thank you.
Sincerely yours,

Kathy Delle Donne- President, Plan Review Board
Ventura-Cahuenga Boulevard Corridor Specific Plan
kadedo@earthlink.net 818-497-4900
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July 23, 2018     
Mr. Cory Zelmer
Program Manager, Sepulveda Transit Corridor Project
LA Metro
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop 99-22-5
Los Angeles, CA 90012
zelmerc@metro.net
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Revision 1 – SOHA submits Revision 1 to its original
June 14, 2018 letter. We updated ten of our original
comments and added eleven new comments
numbered 31 to 41, thereby maintaining the integrity
of our original comment numbers. We assigned these
new comments to appropriate sections, so some new
comments appear out of numerical order.
Thank you.

Subject: SOHA Comments and Questions on the Sepulveda Transit Corridor Project
Reference: LA Metro, Next Stop: Exploring Alternatives to the 405 – Sepulveda Transit Corridor
Project, Community Meetings Presentation and Presentation Boards, June 2018
Dear Mr. Zelmer,
The Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association represents 2,300 politically active families in a 70,000person, southern San Fernando Valley community that is home to essentially the entire northern portion
of the Sepulveda Transit Corridor Project study area (see Sherman Oaks map below). SOHA supports
effective high-capacity rapid transit across Los
Angeles and wants to ensure an equitable distribution
of such rapid transit across all areas of the County, but
especially the San Fernando Valley and our
community. Our mission is ensuring that the Valley
and our community receive a well-deserved fair share
of high-quality rapid transit that meets not only
current demands – but projected long-term demands
well into the future.
SOHA participated in Metro’s referenced June 2018
public meetings for the Sepulveda Transit Corridor
Project and appreciated the depth and breadth of
information presented, especially at this early stage of
the Project Feasibility Study. We submit the following
41 comments and questions concerning the project.
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Sepulveda Transit Corridor Goals
31. New Comment in Revision 1 – SOHA thinks that it is important to understand Metro’s overarching
goals for the Sepulveda Transit Corridor project. For example, is one of the primary goals reducing
congestion on the I-405 by a certain amount? Is another goal minimizing travel time along the project
route? Or maximizing capacity? SOHA recommends that Metro present and explain their overarching
goals at the next set of public meetings, so future riders of the system can comment on them and help
shape them.
Underground versus Aerial Alignment
1. Updated Comment for Revision 1 – SOHA’s position is simple – we will only support an alignment
that is fully underground within our community boundaries. We will reject and strongly fight against
any alignment that has any street-level or aerial segments within our boundaries. We have taken this
position because the entirety of the Sepulveda Pass’s 412,000 daily drivers travels through Sherman
Oaks, either on the freeway or on our streets. The most congested rush-hour north-south streets in our
community are Sepulveda Boulevard, Van Nuys Boulevard, and Beverly Glen Boulevard, from
Burbank Boulevard to Valley Vista Boulevard and Mulholland Drive. Any street-level or aerial rapid
transit along or near any of these streets will only increase the congestion in Sherman Oaks and are
therefore not viable options for the Sepulveda Transit Corridor Project.
32. New Comment in Revision 1 – Perhaps cities or the county should tax local areas with subway stations
(versus street-level stations) based on their convenience for passengers. Such a tax might serve to
incentivize subway systems through an additional revenue stream and could help solve the lack of
subways in certain areas such as the San Fernando Valley.
System Capacity
2. Updated Comment for Revision 1 – SOHA has concerns about the current and long-term capacity of
all concepts, but especially LRT, monorail, and rubber-tired trains. We want to understand which
concepts can best provide the necessary capacity in the Sepulveda Pass today, in the future (with the
18 percent increase in automobile travelers, from 412,000 daily to 484,000 projected for 2042), and
beyond. We especially need high capacities that will meet long-term demands. To give us a feel for
the capacity issues, we made some simple estimates for the HRT and LRT options. These estimates
led to our favoring the HRT concepts and to the questions that follow, in the hope that we and the
public can learn enough by the next set of public meetings to feel comfortable with the capacity
situation.
We understand that determining system capacity is complex, requiring sophisticated computer
simulations and analyses. However, to make some simple comparisons, we looked at only the
Sepulveda Pass route segment (between the final Valley station and the initial Westside station). We
estimated the number of travelers driving through the Pass during rush-hour periods (6 am to 10 am
and 3 pm to 7 pm) by assuming that one-third to one-half of the 412,000 total daily travelers drive
through the Pass during each of these rush-hour periods – or about 137,000 to 206,000 travelers.
We then estimated the maximum possible capacity for a completely filled train traveling on this single
segment through the Pass, using Metro’s information on train capacity from the public meetings. The
longer 8-car HRT train can accommodate 1,080 passengers; the longer 4-car LRT train can
accommodate 540 passengers. We made an optimistic estimate of headway (time between trains) at
two minutes during rush-hour periods. This is short compared to other Metro lines in operation – the
Red Line has a 10-minute headway during rush-hour periods and the Expo Line a 12-minute headway.
However, the London Underground system routinely operates with two-minute headways during rushhour periods. A two-minute headway equates to 30 trains per hour, which is optimistically achievable
but would require significant capital investment for many more trains and sophisticated safety
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controls. With a two-minute headway, the HRT maximum capacity through the Pass over the four
rush-hours would be about 128,000 passengers; an LRT maximum Pass capacity would be about
64,000 passengers. These capacities could both provide significant reductions in drivers through the
Pass – a 60 to 90 percent reduction for HRT and half that for LRT.
Alternately, at Metro’s typical 10-minute headway (six trains per hour like the Red Line), the throughthe-Pass capacity drops to 26,000 passengers for HRT and 13,000 passengers for LRT. So, at a 10minute headway, the higher-capacity HRT system would have enough capacity to remove 13 to
19 percent of current rush-hour travelers through the Pass – and lesser percentages by 2042. This is
not the significant reduction that Metro hints at during public meetings nor sufficient to help alleviate
congestion through the Sepulveda Pass.
Our simple estimates illustrate why the public needs additional information from Metro on system
capacity, headway, and potential congestion relief – and further understanding of Metro’s willingness
to commit additional investments in rolling stock and safety systems to achieve higher capacities,
lower headways, and maximum congestion alleviation. We request that Metro provide more detailed
data and analyses at, or hopefully before, the next set of public meetings, including the level of
congestion relief offered by each project concept. The public needs to understand which of Metro’s
concepts might significantly alleviate traffic now and well into the future – and which can’t.
3. The public meeting presentation noted that there are 412,000 travelers daily through the Sepulveda
Pass and that this number is expected to increase 18 percent by 2042. These numbers are critical to
Sherman Oaks, as we are the choke point for all these travelers. We request that Metro provide
additional detail about this aggregate number, so that the public can further analyze traffic congestion
and understand how much capacity is required to truly alleviate it. We also request that Metro
subdivide and report the daily traveler number in time segments, such as morning rush-hour, mid-day,
and evening rush-hour (or, better yet, average travelers per hour for each hour of the day). We also
request peak travelers per hour through the Pass during morning and evening rush-hours. Finally,
Metro needs to clarify whether the 412,000-traveler aggregate number includes only I-405 travelers,
or does it also include travelers on Sepulveda Boulevard and other Sherman Oaks streets that feed the
Westside (such as Woodcliff Road, Scadlock Lane, and Beverly Glen Boulevard). This is the type of
information that the public needs to understand the true situation.
4. Updated Comment for Revision 1 – The public meeting provided no discussion of headway or
estimates of the numbers of trains running per hour for any of the concepts. Such information is
necessary to understand the real capacity of each proposed concept, and that capacity will provide a
gage of how well each concept can help alleviate traffic congestion. We request that Metro provide
their current minimum headway estimates and current estimated trains per hour during rush-hour
periods for all four transit modes (HRT, LRT, monorail, and rubber-tire transit), along with a
discussion of Metro’s willingness to purchase, operate, and maintain a much larger fleet of trains
necessary to reduce headway and increase capacity. Again, this is the type of information that the
public needs to understand the real capacity situation and make informed decisions. We understand
that this type of information will become available as initial studies are completed, and request that
Metro makes this information available to the public as soon as possible.
Maintenance/Storage Facilities
5. Updated Comment for Revision 1 – The Sepulveda Transit Corridor Project will require one or more
maintenance and storage facilities. Providing sufficient future transit capacity to meet demand along
the corridor will require large numbers of transit vehicles, and the storage facilities (where the
vehicles park when not in use) may be very large. The location of maintenance and storage facilities
can displace local property owners and cause strong local opposition, as currently demonstrated by the
East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Project. In addition, there appear to be few viable sites
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available along the Valley-to-Westside segment of the project, although Concept 6 makes this
segment an extension of the Purple Line with possible use of the Red/Purple Line maintenance and
storage facility (if it is sufficiently robust). For LRT Concepts 4 and 5, there is also the possibility of
using the ESFVTC maintenance and storage facility (again if it is sufficiently robust). One additional
possibility might be sharing maintenance and storage facilities for HRT and LRT concepts, since we
believe that these both use the same standard track gage (albeit third rail versus overhead catenary
power and quite different maintenance equipment). This could provide a more efficient dual use for
such existing facilities and could allow a more efficient use of these facilities. SOHA recommends
that Metro provide information (including locations) for potential maintenance and storage facilities
for all concepts at or before the next set of public meetings. Addressing a controversial topic early is
often the best path to reach public buy-in.
Construction Impacts
6. Two of the concepts (2 and 6) offer the option of an underground station at the Ventura-Sepulveda
Boulevards intersection. SOHA feels that a station in this vicinity is mandatory for these alignments,
but we are very concerned about negative impacts during construction. The Ventura-Sepulveda
intersection is one of the busiest in the country and is severely constricted by the I-405 and I-101
freeways, the Sepulveda Basin, the lack of on- and off-ramps in the area, and the minimal East-West
access options. Construction of a large underground station at this location would be a nightmare for
travelers (auto, bus, bicycle, and pedestrian), businesses, and the community at large. If Metro ends up
considering this station location, we ask that they present and discuss their plans to minimize
construction impacts no later than the next set of public meetings. Metro might also consider locating
the station nearby at the lot bounded by Sepulveda Boulevard, Camarillo Street, and the I-405/I-101
transition road.
7. SOHA has the same concerns and requests as the comment above for those concepts (1, 3, 4, and 6)
that would locate an underground station near the Ventura-Van Nuys Boulevards intersection. A
station location in the vicinity would again be mandatory, and the construction impacts would be
severe. Metro might consider other locations slightly north of the intersection.
Improved Tunneling Technologies
33. New Comment in Revision 1 – Because they may yield significant cost savings, in addition to
traditional twin-bore tunneling technology, SOHA recommends that Metro seriously considers newer
tunnel-boring technologies such as large single-bore tunneling being used in Europe and the one being
developed by Elon Musk’s Boring Company in Hawthorne. There are serendipitous advantages in
trying to meld applicable portions of each technology. One advantage of the Musk technology is
significantly reduced tunneling cost through on-site tunnel-wall segment fabrication and reuse of
waste materials from the boring operation. Another advantage is use of electrical vehicles to move
railcars along the boring equipment tracks. It is possible that these vehicles might be applied to the
Metro project and receive electrical recharging from the Metro conductors. One advantage is that the
stored energy in these vehicles can be used in situations where power is lost and there is a need to
move railcars in a normal or emergency situation. Another advantage is that vehicles could be charged
with suitable electrical interconnects from the Metro power rails. As noted by Councilman Bob
Blumenfeld, Chair of the San Fernando Valley Council of Government’s Transportation Committee at
their June 21, 2018 meeting, it is critical that the Sepulveda Transit Corridor project concept selection
analyses and comparisons use the lowest possible tunneling cost metrics, versus outdated, lowertechnology cost metrics that could skew the concept down-selection process.
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Safety Concerns
34. New Comment in Revision 1 – In traversing the Sepulveda Pass, either in tunnels or on the surface,
there will be significant grades and elevation changes. SOHA recommends that Metro present
information at the next set of public meetings on how trains or other vehicles would be protected from
runaway situations in emergencies.
Seismic Concerns
8. Updated Comment for Revision 1 – In talking with SOHA members and constituents, we learned that
many persons fear traveling in underground tunnels because of possible earthquake impacts. Metro
has noted that properly constructed tunnels are actually safer than ground-level or aerial systems
during earthquakes; however, much of this has been currently confirmed only through anecdotal
information or historical events. We recommend that Metro develop a substantive engineering-based
explanation concerning tunnel safety during earthquakes and present this at the next set of public
meetings. It’s never too early to discuss safety concerns, and we provide some further thoughts in the
following paragraphs.
Earthquakes are a not an infrequent occurrence in Southern California areas. They are prone to cause
more damage at the surface than they are below ground; therefore, subways are relatively safe while
the train is in the tunnel. The real problem is getting stranded passengers to the surface after an
earthquake. For example, if an earthquake struck while a train was near the middle of the long and
deep Sepulveda Pass tunnel section, how would passengers get to the surface? Would the train travel
under emergency power to the next station? Would the passengers be required to disembark the train
and walk several miles underground to the station? Would there be intermediate escape routes from
the tunnel? These are only a few of the questions that Metro needs to answer and present to the public.
Earthquake safety for both underground and above-ground transportation systems is a complex and
technically difficult issue. Earthquakes usually originate with subsurface earth movement generated
by movement of a tectonic plate relative to an adjacent plate. In Southern California, this is by and
large a strike-slip movement, particularly along the San Andres fault. When an earthquake occurs, it
generates a vibrational wave, which propagates out from the center of the disturbance in all directions.
The initial vibrations are generally compression waves, much like a Slinky, where the motion is along
the same axis as the direction of propagation. These P (pressure) waves are characterized by highpressure, low-displacement vibration. There are also S (shear) waves, where the displacement is
perpendicular to the direction of propagation. Subway tunnels in their cylindrical reinforced concrete
tubes can be highly effective in resisting the forces of both the P and S waves. However, when these
waves reach the earth’s surface they change form due to the fact that the surface is a pressure-release
surface, which changes the vibration to low-pressure, high-displacement, more disruptive motion.
There are two common forms of the surface waves, the first being named a Love wave, which is a
lateral motion of the surface, and the second being a Rayleigh wave, which is like an ocean wave,
where the motion is elliptical. The Rayleigh surface wave is the most dangerous since its amplitude is
larger and the waves can violently oscillate structures, such as stations.
As a result, the main danger due to earthquakes for an underground subway system is not protecting
the cars and trains when they are enclosed in their reinforced tunnel, but instead protecting passengers
when they are forced to evacuate the train or station and get to the surface, which may be covered with
building debris and other rubble that makes it difficult or impossible to exit. We have not seen any
analyses from Metro or others developing subway systems that address the surface-subway interface
and emergency evacuations under earthquake or post-earthquake scenarios. Public presentation of
such information is critical to ensure future public acceptance and usage.
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9. The state of California is planning to implement an early earthquake warning system over the next few
years. This system would provide many seconds of warning before a serious earthquake and allow
trains to slow down or stop to minimize chances of derailing. Does Metro plan to incorporate such
seismic warning features in its current and future rapid transit systems?
10.Certain of Metro’s concepts include aerial segments and portions of these might be extremely
elevated, such as an overpass above the I-101 freeway in Sherman Oaks which could easily be 35 feet
above street level, or even higher. Such elevated structures are subject to high accelerations during
seismic events, possibly significant enough to derail trains. Could Metro please present and discuss
this at its next set of public meetings, so the public fully understands any potential seismic safety
concerns for aerial systems?
Noise and Vibration Concerns
35. New Comment in Revision 1 – Concept 5 includes an east-west segment along Burbank Boulevard
through a residential community in Sherman Oaks. Residents have already expressed their concerns to
SOHA concerning potential noise and vibration impacts along these segments, even if trains are
operating underground. We request that Metro present information at the next set of public meetings
on noise and vibration impacts to residents for all concepts in all underground and aerial alignments.
We further request that Metro relocate the Burbank Boulevard potential segment to Oxnard Street
which is commercial (see comment 37).
Concept Selection Evaluation Criteria
11.Updated Comment for Revision 1 – At the referenced public presentation, Metro listed the evaluation
criteria for selection of final concepts, including: (1) ridership; (2) travel time savings; (3) reliability;
(4) community input; (5) cost; (6) cost-effectiveness; (7) compatibility with local and regional plans;
(8) potential environmental effects; and (9) sustainability. We understand that these criteria are used
by the Federal Transit Administration in selecting projects worthiness for Federal funding but wonder
why Metro did not include additional relevant criteria for current capacity, future capacity,
maintainability, construction impacts, and seismic impacts. We recommend that Metro consider such
additional criteria or explain why these are not considered at the next set of public meetings.
12.Updated Comment for Revision 1 – Could Metro please provide additional detail on the evaluation
and selection process that they use in selecting final concepts for further study? This information
would include a list of all evaluation criteria, definitions and explanations for each criterion, and the
numerical percentage weightings and priority order for the criteria.
This information should be made available before the next set of public
meetings to give the public time to understand it. Please also explain if
Metro does not employ weightings or priorities as part of their
evaluation process.
Concept 1
13.Concept 1 is a viable, fully underground HRT alignment. It offers the
highest capacity potential and transfer connections at Van Nuys
Boulevard to the Orange Line and East San Fernando Valley Transit
Corridor (ESFVTC) project. The concept deserves further
consideration but currently lacks necessary multi-story parking located
further north with direct connection to the I-405 freeway (see
comment 30).
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14.Updated Comment for Revision 1 – Sadly, Concept 1 cannot continue as HRT along the ESFVTC
alignment to the Sylmar MetroLink station because Metro never considered an HRT option for the
ESFVTC. In hindsight, this past Metro decision eliminated the possibility of a single HRT line from
Sylmar to LAX, and this was shortsighted and shameful. The Metro Board recently decided to pursue
the highest-capacity street-level LRT option for the ESFVTC project, but it is sad that Metro didn’t at
least studied a fully underground HRT ESFVTC option – even with its higher cost – to give the
Valley an option to receive its fair share.
Concept 2
15.Concept 2 is a viable HRT alignment only if fully underground. It
offers the highest capacity potential and separate transfer connections
to the Orange Line and EVTC project. The concept deserves further
consideration but currently lacks necessary multi-story parking located
further north with direct connection to the I-405 freeway (see
comment 30).
16.Concept 2 with an aerial segment in Sherman Oaks is not viable. Any
aerial segment will be unsightly, obtrusive, and interfere with traffic.
The thought of using a 35-foot high elevated overpass to cross above
the I-101 freeway near Sepulveda is not sensible and not sensitive to
the public and our community.

Concept 3
17.Concept 3 is a viable, fully underground LRT alignment along Van
Nuys Boulevard. It offers transfer connections to the Orange Line and
East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor (ESFVTC) project at a
single station (with possible nonstop continuation north to Sylmar),
but its use of LRT limits the concept’s capacity to about half that of
HRT concepts – and this is troubling for a system that is trying to
displace current and projected traffic congestion from the I-405. The
concept deserves further consideration but currently lacks necessary
multi-story parking located further north with direct connection to the
I-405 freeway (see comment 30).
36. New Comment in Revision 1 – The Metro Board has selected streetlevel LRT for the ESFVTC project. The 9.2-mile alignment has
14 stations to accommodate the needs of local passengers and
effectively interface with multiple east-west bus services in the area.
However, this large number of stations over the 9.2-mile route is
approximately double the station density along other Metro LRT routes. The ESFVTC will therefore
require increased headway and slower travel time to accommodate the additional stations. This in turn
creates a challenge for either Concept 3 or 4 directly connecting LRT trains between the Sepulveda
Transit Corridor and the ESFVTC projects. In addition, the Sepulveda Transit Corridor project
proposes using LRT trains that may be too long for station platforms along the ESFVTC. Could Metro
please discuss these operational challenges at the next set of public meetings, so the public could
understand the true benefits and challenges of a direct connection between the two projects?
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Concept 4
18.Concept 4 is a viable LRT alignment only if fully underground. It
offers transfer connections to the Orange Line and East Valley Transit
Corridor (EVTC) project at a single station (with possible nonstop
continuation north to Sylmar), but its use of LRT limits the concept’s
capacity to about half that of HRT concepts – and this is troubling for
a system that is trying to displace current and projected traffic
congestion from the I-405. The concept deserves further consideration
but currently lacks necessary multi-story parking located further north
with direct connection to the I-405 freeway (see comment 30).
19.The west-running spur along the Orange Line alignment is an
interesting concept, but we question its usefulness. The spur would
better run in a northwest direction toward the I-405 north of Sherman
Way, where a multi-story parking structure could be provided (see
comment 30).
Concept 5
20.Concept 5 using monorail is not viable. It introduces yet another
technology to Metro’s system, which is unnecessary. It provides the
lowest capacity potential of all transit modes. It is slower than HRT or
LRT. It appears to be at grade or aerial in Sherman Oaks and this is a
non-starter (although the legend is confusing and needs clarification).
21.Concept 5 using rubber-tired vehicles is possibly viable only if fully
underground in Sherman Oaks. It introduces yet another technology to
Metro’s system, which is probably unnecessary. It does possibly offer
the highest capacity potential of all transit modes, but we would need
additional information confirming this. It is slower than HRT or LRT.
It appears to be at grade or aerial in Sherman Oaks and this is a nonstarter (although the legend is confusing and needs clarification).
37. New Comment in Revision 1 – Concept 5 includes a potential eastwest aerial segment along Burbank Boulevard through a residential
neighborhood. This alignment seriously concerns Sherman Oaks
residents in the area. An aerial monorail or aerial rubber-tired train
would cause traffic challenges, significant noise, and potential other
disruptions which SOHA considers unacceptable. The Burbank
Boulevard segment should be relocated to Oxnard Street (which is
commercial) and Concept 5 limited to only underground alignments.
Concept 6
22.Concept 6, in either the route on Sepulveda or Van Nuys Boulevards,
is a viable HRT alignment only if fully underground. It offers the
highest capacity potential, transfer connections to the Orange Line and
East Valley Transit Corridor (EVTC) project, and direct no-transfer
connection to the Purple Line on the Westside. The concept deserves
further consideration but currently lacks necessary multi-story parking
located further north with direct connection to the I-405 freeway (see
comment 30).
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Stations
23.A large underground station near Ventura Boulevard is mandatory for either alignments under
Sepulveda Boulevard or alignments under Van Nuys Boulevard. Parking at these locations is probably
not viable, practical, or desirable.
24.All underground concept alignments seem to preclude the possibility of any stations in the Sepulveda
Pass between Ventura Boulevard and Sunset Boulevard, because the tunnels are located too far east of
the freeway and possible station locations. In addition, the alignments may be too far underground for
practical stations, though the London Underground has some very deep stations. Metro should
consider the possibility of providing Getty Museum and Sunset Boulevard stations (Concept 6 may
pose the most viable route for these).
25.The possible stations on Magnolia Boulevard at either Sepulveda Boulevard or Van Nuys Boulevard
(depending on concept alignment) are important, should be provided, and must be underground.
Having no parking at these stations is probably viable, but community input is needed.
26.The stations on Burbank Boulevard at either Sepulveda Boulevard or Van Nuys Boulevard (depending
on concept alignment) are important, should be provided, and must be underground. Parking at these
stations may not be effective because of severe rush-hour traffic congestion on Burbank Boulevard. In
addition, the I-405 on-and off-ramps at Burbank Boulevard are some of the most congested in the
area. Parking at these locations may not be practical because of traffic congestion.
27.Station connectivity makes rapid transit efficient and effective. For people to give up their cars they
have to be able to go door-to-door easily. Does Metro plan to increase regular bus lines that run by
stations? For example, if many people ride the Sepulveda Transit Corridor and exit at Ventura
Boulevard, will Metro increase bus lines on streets running north/south and east/west to get people to
their final destination? If not, why not?
28.When the Sepulveda Transit Corridor Project is complete, travelers will easily travel from Sylmar to
LAX– a very long distance. Metro must build stations with bathroom facilities if they want passengers
to endure these long rides. One of our board members regularly rides the Orange Line, then Red Line,
then Expo Line from Sherman Oaks to Exposition Park. Metro has zero bathrooms in any of the
stations, and the ride is often challenging.
Parking
29.Updated Comment for Revision 1 – It is important that there be a large intercept parking facility and
transfer center near the I-405 at the terminus of the Sepulveda Transit Corridor Project. Metro already
has a large street-level parking lot off of Sepulveda Boulevard at the Orange Line (near Oxnard
Street). This lot could be available for a multi-story parking structure with a direct or very close
connection to the I-405. This would incentivize drivers to exit the
freeway and take rapid transit.
30.Updated Comment for Revision 1 – All six concepts suffer from
having no northerly multi-story parking structure near the I-405 that
would incentivize drivers to exit the freeway and use rapid transit.
We understand Metro’s concerns with the effectiveness and high cost
of parking; but if Metro’s goal is removing drivers from the
I-405 and attracting drivers from the North Valley and North County,
then massive parking is simply mandatory. An easily accessible,
multi-story parking structure should be located as close to the I-405
as possible, with a direct or very close connection to the
I-405 (a direct off-ramp from the I-405 southbound and a direct onramp to the I-405 northbound would be wonderful, as with Universal
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Studios and Disneyland’s parking structures). The parking structure should be located as far north as
possible (at least north of Sherman Way as shown in the example at the right for Concept 1). All
concepts are amenable to adding such a parking structure and station but would require some route
realignment and addition of an underground spur to the structure. The additional investment should
prove extremely cost effective.
38. New Comment in Revision 1 – SOHA also suggests that smaller distributed parking structures could
be added along the Orange Line, so drivers could easily park and ride the Orange Line to a station and
transfer to underground Sepulveda Transit Corridor trains (and also East San Fernando Valley Transit
Corridor ground-level LRT). Such a distribution of parking structures might provide for less station
crowding and could complement a large central parking facility. These sites could be distributed along
the Sepulveda Transit Corridor project or at other sites along the north-south I-405 freeway. The
distribution of parking would help alleviate crowding, which might occur if one major lot were
located at the intersection of the Orange Line and the Sepulveda Transit Corridor northern terminus.
39. New Comment in Revision 1 – Metro’s Scott Page presented information about a potential major
transit center at the northern terminus of the Sepulveda Transit Corridor project during the June 21,
2018 San Fernando Valley Council of Governments Transportation Committee meeting as part of
Metro’s NextGen Bus Study. This is a terrific idea and should also include a large parking structure.
SOHA recommends that Metro pursue this concept and present possibilities at the next set of public
meetings.
40. New Comment in Revision 1 – For decades the airports were used only to service passengers and load
and unload aircraft. Now they have become shopping centers since there are many available
customers sitting around waiting for a plane with needs for services such as food, entertainment,
reading material, and other travel related accessories. In the future there will likely be, as there are
now in Japan, London, and other well-developed subway systems, shopping opportunities for
passengers at underground stations where they can relax, rest, eat and partake of whatever is available.
Metro should look ahead to those potential uses and think about providing areas where they might be
integral with or adjacent to subway stations.
Project Transparency
41. New Comment in Revision 1 – SOHA is concerned with the lack of transparency in Metro’s public
comment process and the unavailability of important project documents to the public, and offers a
simple and proven solution to improve transparency. In the current public comment process,
individuals and organizations submit their comments to a blind email or mailing address but receive
no acknowledgement or confirmation that the comments were received. Metro does not provide public
access to comments, so the public has no way of knowing if others have similar comments or
concerns, nor any ability to assess how many related comments have been submitted. The process
seems designed to keep the public in the dark about who is commenting and what they are saying. In
addition, it is difficult, if not impossible, to obtain Metro documents, such as critical analyses or
drawings, unless these finally appear as part of a public summary presentation or an Environmental
Impact Report – when the information is too little and too late to do the public much good.
We feel that improving transparency would be a positive step for Metro and offer a solution that
Metro should apply to all projects. Metro’s website already has web pages for each Metro project and
these should be enhanced to include a file management system for public comments and important
documents. The Los Angeles City Council has been operating such a system for years – the Council
File Management System (https://cityclerk.lacity.org/lacityclerkconnect/). The searchable system
posts public comments, public speaker cards, public statements, important documents, and other
relevant information on every LA City Council action. Submitted public comments are posted to the
system within 24 hours of receipt. This allows individuals and organizations to ensure that their
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comments have been received and recognized, and to take corrective action if they have not. The
system also facilitates cross-pollination of comments and identification of other individuals and
organizations with related concerns. Not having such a transparent public comment process
discourages the public and can hint that Metro does not truly value public opinion. SOHA
recommends that Metro immediately establish web pages for accessing all public comments and
important project documents for the Sepulveda Transit Corridor Project, with similar pages for all
Metro projects. This is a win-win solution for Metro and the public.
Thank you. If you have questions or would like to discuss our comments, please contact me at
BobHillsideOrdinance@roadrunner.com or 213-364-7470.
Sincerely,

Bob Anderson, MS, PE (NU 474)
Chair, Transportation Committee
Board Member
Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association

PE (M 18759)
Marshall Long, PhD, P
Chair,
Use Committee
Ch i Planning
Pl i andd Land
L
Board Member
Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association

cc: Karen Swift (Metro), Frank Ching (Metro), Mayor Eric Garcetti, Councilmember David Ryu (CD4),
Justin Orenstein (CD4 office), Councilmember Paul Krekorian (CD2), Doug Mensman (CD2 office),
Councilmember Bob Blumenfeld (CD3), John Popoch (CD3 office), Senator Bob Hertzberg, Steve
Fukushima (senator’s office), Assemblyman Adrin Nazarian, Emma Taylor (assemblyman’s office),
Congressman Brad Sherman, John Alford (congressman’s office), Supervisor Sheila Kuehl, Nicole
Englund (supervisor’s office), San Fernando Valley Council of Governments (SFVCOG), Ron Ziff
(SONC), Avo Babian (SONC), Jeff Kalban (SONC)
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Comment Letters Received
from Individuals

I October 2019
Mr Cory Zelmer, Project Manager
Metro
One Gateway Plaza, M/S 99-22-5
Los Angeles, Ca 90012
Dear Mr. Zelmer
As a resident ofBel Air Crest, a community of286 homes in the Sepulveda Pass, I/we feel it very important that you
understand and hear the concerns we have regarding the Proposed Sepulveda Transit Corridor Project. While we
appreciate the value that the proposed effective high-capacity rapid transit will bring to Los Angeles, this project
impacts the numerous communities, schools, and institutions as well as the movement of thousands who utilize the
Sepulveda Pass Corridor. The only ingress and egress to our community is on Sepulveda Blvd in the middle of the
Sepulveda Pass, south ofMulholland and north ofthe Getty on/offl-405 ramps.
I/we object to any rapid transit option that will not only impact my ingress and/or egress into my home &
community but would impact the health & safety of the entire community and the Sepulveda Pass Corridor with its
many pipelines, including those that carry natural gas, petroleum, large water lines, electrical cable lines, and more
reaching to a depth of 40 feet below Sepulveda.
Parking is also a major consideration for us. We are recommending that parking structures be located on streets that
do not serve as traffic corridors. I/we arc also concerned about the budget.
Please keep us informed, and add my email to your response list so I/we can be kept apprised of updates.
Thank you for your consideration.
Cordially,

nc::e:..:e
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j) National Blvd./Sepulveda; Lots of one story commercial buildings with huge surface parking
lots waiting to be replaced with retail-residential mixed -use, plus, existing residential density
on Sepulveda north and south of the station.
k) Palms/ Sepulveda; Same as National Blvd.
I) Venice Blvd./Sepulveda; Has some development potential plus existing residential density.
m) Westfield Culver City Mall; Need I say more?
n) Sawtelle / Sepulveda; Large old shopping center with surface parking can be replaced with
high density housing on top of new shopping center and underground parking. Also, Target
within walking distance.
o) Manchester/ Sepulveda; Large one story commercial center with huge parking lot can be
replaced with housing on retail.
p) LAX CTA; {see comment #3 above) This station must be designed to allow for extension into
the South Bay job centers.
I apologize for not getting these comments in to you months sooner, but I have been tied up
with family matters and work obligations.
sincerely,

Charles A Adelman

05/09/19
Dear Metro Planning Department:
Your past article in The L.A. Times regarding a plan to tunnel through the
Sepulveda Pass, motivated this communication.
I was born in 1952 and raised in the city of Los Angeles. I am a UCLA graduate
and currently live and work in Santa Monica. Over the years, I have witnessed the
growth of L.A., in what seems like exponential proportions, particularly the west
side. On any given weekday, between 4:30 p.m. – 6:30 p.m. on Wilshire Blvd.,
between 20th Street in Santa Monica and the 405 Freeway, the driving time is 45
minutes. This is a distance of about 2.5 miles that, under normal traffic conditions
should take about 7-8 minutes minutes. I can walk it faster during rush hour.
There are many other areas around Los Angeles with similar gridlock conditions,
including the Beverly Center area, the 101 across the San Fernando Valley and the
stretch of the 405 between Valencia and LAX.
The Subway to the Sea (extension of the Purple line) is a total misnomer, as the
line is scheduled to end at the Veteran’s Hospital in W.L.A., not the ocean and
therefore, doesn’t address the Westside gridlock, earlier described. Moreover, in
the time it takes to construct a subway for 12 more miles, the influx of people and
cars in L.A. will be overwhelming, let alone the exorbitant expense of this method.
Heaven help us if someone can’t be rushed to U.C.L.A. Medical Center or Cedars
Sinai in time, due to impassable roadways.
Now that we’ve waited so many years to finally address mass transit in L.A.,
prices have soared; the city streets can no longer accommodate the traffic, earning
Los Angeles the current title of the city with the worst traffic in the country.
In the interest of time and expense, I am asking you to consider a mode that has
been suggested many times in the past but derailed (no pun intended), due to
political pressure from lobbyists that supported the agendas of previous
administrations, as well as others who simply only consider their own personal
taste, as opposed the big picture of the city of Los Angeles. I am speaking of
elevated monorail.
1

The two lines I am suggesting that are most needed, will help ventilate the city on
the north-south & east-west arteries, at 1/3 the cost of a subway. This would be a
much quicker method of construction and having stations and trains elevated in
view, would be less prone to crime and earthquake injuries than a subway.
(continued)

Other metropolises around the globe have monorail with proven success, such as
Australia, China, Japan, Germany, etc. Now, Monorail is the future.
They even have switch tracks for Monorail. It could even be a new icon for L.A.!
Los Angeles should be a leader in modern transportation. We have the square
miles to demonstrate the ability of a full scale Monorail system. Los Angeles is
also blessed with beautiful weather 95%+ days of the year. Why would anyone
want to be underground when you can see the beauty of our city from an attractive,
elevated monorail system. It would serve as a great promotional tool for
convention and tourism as well. If people knew they could get to the west side
quickly and safely, they would be more likely to book conventions while lodging
downtown. In regards to environmental impact, unlike dual, steel rail, Monorail is
also quiet and being elevated, doesn’t interfere with subterranean gas lines or, with
surface traffic, that delays travel times, as well as leads to accidents, such as the
Orange bus line does. (B.T.W., The Orange Line was supposed to be temporary as
it is actually a rail right-of-way). When is that going to be converted?
One of the most obvious errors in current light rail construction is reflected in the
Expo line that runs across several intersections at grade level. It also stops at
traffic lights downtown L.A., which seriously delays transit time. It esscentially
converts from a Light Rail line BART, which operates brilliantly in the Bay area,
never intersects with street traffic and has proven to be enormously successful.
The most important benefit and leverage of converting Angelinos to using mass
transit is the travel time. That’s how you get people out of their cars and off the
streets and freeways. Having rail transit on grade level, adding HOV lanes and
bus lanes defeats the purpose.
Case and point, the grossly expensive project, of widening the 405 has proven to
be a failure. Current studies have proven that travel speeds are actually slower and
travel time from the valley to the city takes a few minutes longer than it did before
we spent the $1.1 billion to widen the freeway for the sole purpose of adding HOV
2

lanes. Adding HOV lanes is like putting up a roadside billboard that invites
everyone come join us on the freeway because we’ve added another lane for you.
This couldn’t be a more incorrect strategy. The only way to relieve congestion is
to train the public to leave their cars at home and use mass transit whenever
possible. They won’t do this until the transportation proves it can deliver them to
the busiest areas in town at a dramatically reduced travel time.
Also, all rail lines should connect with each other without fail. That’s what makes
a successful system. For example, it is unconscionable that the Green Line doesn’t
connect with Metrolink in Norwalk. I believe the respective stations are 2 miles
apart. Of course, it is equally ridiculous that the Green Line doesn’t end at LAX.

(continued)

It sure would be nice if S.F. Valley residents had a light rail starting in Chatsworth
at the Amtrak station, going south to Warner Center in Woodland Hills and then
eastbound across the valley to Universal City, connecting to the Red Line, in stead
of the Orange (bus) Line. Trains hold more people than buses and the connection
to the Red Line would be direct and seamless.
In regards to the Sepulveda Pass initiative, my proposed north-south Monorail line
would not only reduce the traffic from the valley to the city, it would serve our
outlying suburbs and connect other types of rail in the system as well as LAX.
This will benefit our city in so many ways, while providing a new, modern image
for the city to attract more visitors without causing gridlock in the process.
Attached, please find a complete study including a detailed explanation of the
benefits of elevated Monorail as well as my proposed station and route maps for
both the North-South & East-West lines. The routes are critical to the concept.
The current Expo line, does not aid west-side residents who live west of the 405
and need to travel to Hollywood, mid-city or a venue like Dodger Stadium. Santa
Monica residents have no connection to the Purple Line because it (The Subway
To The Sea) doesn’t serve west of the Veteran’s Hospital, which is in West L.A.,
not Santa Monica, where all the traffic congestion is. Moreover, there are no plans
to connect the Expo line to the Purple line until the Sepulveda Corridor project is

3

decided. Implementing elevated Monorail would save 100’s of millions of dollars
in construction costs and accomplish the project in 1/3 the time with a more
attractive, quieter mode of transportation. You could accomplish more lines in
less time within the same budget.
I look forward to continuing our discussion. I would be happy to meet with any of
your team in person to brainstorm further.
Sincerely,
Leonard Neil

4

L.A. Rail System History
The old SPRR right-of -way along the west side of Sepulveda branching north was the old PE
Ry, that headed north to Santa Monica Blvd. and the turned east along SM Blvd. to BH and West
Hollywood (there was no Century City, only the back lots of 20th Century studios).
The line never turned south off of the present Expo right-of-way toward south bay cities. In fact
that now-abandoned stretch was the "missing -link" portion of the old Hollywood red car route
along SM in BH running in the street to Fairfax/SM Blvd. junction then turning northeast at a 45degree angle to Hollywood Blvd. and La Brea via private right-of -way (behind people's houses!).
I say missing link, because the West Hollywood link to downtown LA was severed in 1953 with
the abandonment of the Easterly Santa Monica Blvd. line running east along SM Blvd. and then
to a Junction with East Sunset to Glendale Blvd. (Silver Lake Area) passing Echo Park and down
into the Subway Terminal building at 4th and Hill Sts. (now the building houses condos and
apts.).
Because the line was cut-off from it's downtown route along easterly SM Blvd., the westerly
"loop" portion (Sepulveda/SM Blvd. alignment) became the only access to the Expo line and rest
of the PE system. The old, original Expo was known by the name of "Santa Monica Air Line"
due to it's "straight-as -the crow-flies" alignment between downtown LA and the city of Santa
Monica.
The critical "link" I refer to, connected the west side Hollywood routes to the major red car
storage and repair facility at SM Blvd. and San Vicente know as "Sherman Yard". Sherman
Yard is now occupied by the "Design Center" building (AKA the "Blue Whale") and the MTA
bus yard.
In any event, the majority of that old right-of-way shown on the map is now covered over with
new commercial buildings and totally obliterated north of Pico.
If you wish to see a remnant of the old Hollywood line, drive to the corner of Sunset Blvd. and
Gardner St. in West Hollywood. This intersection was known as "Gardner Junction". You can
still see how the present old commercial buildings facing both streets are "cut" at a 45-degree
angle describing a triangular floor plan adjacent to the old right-of-way alignment. It appears as
some weird out-of place alley that is now used for parking; typical L.A. un-planned remnant.
That may be the reason folks say: "most attractive American cities were laid-out; L.A. was
THROWN OUT!"
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Basics - page one of five
MONORAILS...THEY'RE NOT JUST FOR THEME PARKS AND ZOOS!
MONORAILS are proven. Each and every day hundreds of thousands of
passengers are carried on monorails. Many of the world's transit monorails exist
in Japan, eight of which are full-scale urban transit systems. Others exist in
Australia, Malaysia, Europe, Russia and in the United States. Several more are
either under construction or in advanced planning. Surprisingly, Walt Disney
World's Monorail System near Orlando, Florida, has one of the highest riderships
of all monorails. Well over 100,000 passenger trips are recorded each day on the
14 miles of beamways (a far higher ridership than most USA light rail systems).
Nothing "Mickey Mouse" about that! The system is there to move people between
six stations, not just amuse them.
.
MONORAILS are safe
safe. Whether they are of the straddle-beam or suspended
variety, modern monorail technology makes derailment virtually impossible. As
monorail is elevated, accidents with surface traffic are impossible. Zero accidents
with pedestrians or surface traffic translates to no system down time, less liability
suits and most importantly, a safer public. Street rail systems with grade crossings
(light rail, trams or trollies) can't approach this level of safety, as any study of
accident history will show.
.
MONORAILS are environment friendly. Since most are electrically powered,
monorails are non-polluting. In 2007, the Las Vegas Monorail aided in the annual
removal of an estimated 3.2 million vehicle miles from Southern Nevada’s major
roadways and reduced emissions by more than 58 tons of carbon monoxide (CO),
volatile organic compounds (VOC) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) over the course of
the year. Most monorails run on rubber tires and are very quiet. Monorails are the
most aesthetically pleasing of all elevated rail systems. Their sleek design blends
in with modern urban environments. Quick construction time results in less
disruption to the surrounding environments, whether business or residential.
.
MONORAILS are cost effective. The Tokyo-Haneda Monorail has been
operating since 1964. This eight-mile dual-beam system is privately owned and
TURNS A PROFIT each year. The Seattle Center Monorail, built in 1962 for the
Century 21 exposition, is run by a private corporation. In return for the concession
to operate the one-mile line, the corporation pays the city $75,000 every year.
What private business would take on a contract like this unless profits were
guaranteed? Profit is indeed an oddity in the transit world, as most transit
technologies require enormous subsidies from taxpayers. Building monorail does
 "    "   
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not guarantee profit, but operating costs are almost always less.
.
MONORAILS are receiving serious attention from transit planners.
Houston Metro selected monorail for its city rail system, only to be cancelled later
by the city's mayor. Jacksonville built a peoplemover-scale monorail in its
downtown. Newark International Airport opened a monorail system between
terminals and parking lots in 1995, and in 2001 it was extended to a new Amtrak
station that serves trains on the Northeast Corridor. In 2003, Kuala Lumpur
opened a spectacular monorail, connecting hot spots throughout the Malaysian
city. Okinawa has the newest monorail in Japan, which also opened in 2003. In
2004 Las Vegas opened a four-mile leg of what could become a city-wide
monorail system. New systems are in advanced planning or construction in
several areas of the world. The Monorail Society keeps members and anyone
interested informed with updates on our News Briefs page.
.
MONORAILS are popular with people / taxpayers
taxpayers. Voters have
demonstrated their preference for monorail more than once. In Los Angeles, they
voted five to one in favor of monorail in a referendum. LA transit officials ignored
them and continued to build light rail and subways. In November of 1997,
approximately 93,000 Seattle voters said yes to a grass roots-produced initiative
for a 40-mile citywide monorail system. A subsequent Seattle ballot initiative to
tax automobile owners for a starter line in 2002 passed as well. Although voters
supported the monorail on four separate ballots, a controversy over debt financing
and lack of City Hall support in 2005 resulted in the cancellation of the project.
Monorails still remain popular with people and more will be built in coming
years!

So if monorails are so great, why aren't there more of them?
An excellent question! A multitude of reasons can explain why you don't see as many monorails as you see of
other transit systems.
"There aren't any transit monorails, we shouldn't build something that hasn't been proven." It's a ludicrous
reason, but it sticks for some reason This is despite the fact that there are dozens of successful transit
monorails around the world. New monorails are being built too, even as you read this.
Monorails are perceived as new, experimental and untried. Not enough people are aware of the many
transit monorails in operation today along with their proven track record.
Something some transportation experts have whispered to us over the years is that a lot more people can
make a lot more money if light rail or subway is built. The conventional rail industry has established a
stronghold and monorail is often discouraged by consultants. Paranoid you say? If you study the subject
long enough, the pattern becomes clear. Familiar large firms recite the same untruths about monorail in
city after city when rail is being studied for implementation, and they eliminate monorail in the early
stages of planning. This is slowly changing though, major monorail systems being planned and built in
several cities and their success will dispel any misconceptions about monorail. Members of The Monorail
Society are not letting lies be accepted anymore.
Most manufacturers of monorails build all kinds of rail systems besides their monorail product. If your
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city wants a more expensive technology than monorail or if their consultant steers them in another
direction, manufacturers are all-too-happy to oblige by selling them something more expensive.
Here at The Monorail Society, we'll continue to point out the advantages of monorail. Our front lines for
informing people about monorail are the members of The Monorail Society. They spread the word in their own
communities through the World Campaign and by using DVDs purchased from our Monorail Store. Our website
helps educate those who are interested on the subject. The future is returning, monorails are here to stay!
What is a Monorail? Basics page two
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ADDITIONAL COMMENT BASED ON THE MAP IN RELATION TO THE CRENSHAW
LINE. (PLEASE foywcu--d, � � to-thctt" tecLWtt)
The Crenshaw Line getting from Expo to Red Line in Hollywood is very important to
create another north/south line that will actually be in between the Blue and Sepulveda
lines, that is until the Vermont Line comes to be.
I sent this comment to Metro separately already as an idea to get the Crenshaw Line
done AND provide an option for West Hollywood without compromising the straight shot _
the Crenshaw line needs as it will be a very long and twisting line as it is is,
So looking at my map, use some of the data that was done when the Purple Line was
discussed going through West Hollywood going west along Santa Monica, then turning
south on La Ciennega to cross the Purple line at Wilshire. This gives West Hollywood
connections at both Purple and Red.
This line is light rail running out of the same terminus the Crenshaw line will have at
Hollywood /Highland. Build a 3 track- 2/3 platform station here and you can interline
equipment.
South of La Ciennega/Wilshire, line continues underground to a station at La Ciennega/
Pico and heads south to Venice Blvd for an above ground station at La Ciennega/
Venice. At this point, the line goes down the middle of Venice Blvd using the old right of
way. Keeps costs in line as at grade, quad gates at all crossing, maybe eliminate some
smaller crossings, gives a great chance to upgrade Venice Blvd all the way to the beach
by taking down the power poles, standardized lighting, better sidewalks, changes to
parking on street, size of street etc.
Your stations on this segment are=
Venice/Expo line
Venice/ Overland
Venice/Sepulveda (connection to Sepulveda Line and another way to LAX)
Venice/Centinela
Venice/Lincoln
(connection to Purple Line if it comes down Lincoln from SM)
Venice Beach
This line would cross or touch 5 lines, serve West Hollywood and provide another option
to LAX

Three-dimensional model of proposed project design, presented by a
stakeholder to Metro staff on June 18, 2018.

